Safurex® spare parts

Full life cycle service by introducing Safurex® spares business and optimizing the plant.
What makes our Safurex® spare parts service special?

- Our Safurex® spare parts are active corrosion resistant
- Advice on your spare parts stock by our specialists
- We arrange the delivery of the right spare parts at the right time
- Engineering expertise available on short notice

The type of spare parts we can deliver:

- Spare parts made out of Safurex® HP Equipment
- Safurex® raw materials
- Other proprietary equipment/component

At Stamicarbon we take pride in the full life cycle service we offer our clients. This means that we take care of our clients’ urea plant needs every step of the way.

To ensure reliable operation and long lasting results we use Safurex® products. Safurex® is a family of super duplex steels consisting of different material propositions. Each proposition is specially designed to deal with specific challenges for various applications in the high pressure synthesis section of a urea plant.

Contact us

Spare parts email address
inside.sales@stamicarbon.com

Telephone number
+31 46 423 7000